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Dr. Victor Noshkin
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories
P G Box 808
Livermore, CA 94550

Dear Vie:

Enclosed are my comments on the 4/24/78 draft. If you have

any questions, we can discuss them June 5/6.

Sincerely yours,

William L. Templetc)n
Associate Manager
Ecosystems Department
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COMMENTS ON 4/24/78 LAWRENCE LIVE RMORE LABORATORY DRAFT “ASSES Sl~NT
OF POTENTIAL DOSES TO POPULATIONS FROM THE TRANSURANIUM RJIDIONUCLIDES
AT ENEWETAK ATOLL”

Since the data base available to this assessment is so meager,
large uncertainties are introduced. These should be identified
and where possible, quantified. I am still not sure whether the
assumptions used maximize or minimize the doses that the people
will receive. Are the assumptions reasonable for estimating the.
most probable or reasonably expected doses? Here again I would
like to see the ‘inherent’ safety factors identified and quantified.

METHODS

1)

2)

3)

Diet - pags 3

The basis for the diet in Table 1 should be stated.
Is this an average diet for a male person? Is this

a maximum intake person? What variations are there
for a child? F7hen food is imported, what local diet
item is most likely to be reduced?

Soil Concentrations

Dose assessment should include ingrowth of 2blAm. 2:1
239 & 2q0pu/2”]~ ratio should be shown as coming from

real life data. Data should be presented that indicates
that the soil concentration in the root zone is approx-
imating one–half of the surface soil concentration. I
would have expected large variations. If this is average,
what are the variations.

Time Distribution and Source of Dietary Intake

State GI tract coefficient is I.C.R.P. value of 3 x 10
-5

upfront. Note that the Advisory Group did not give
y:~dance c)~kyhat coefficient you should use for 239 & 2q0Pu,

Pu and Am.

a) Terrestrial Foodchain

Report needs to amplify on all the concentration
ratios used. I think you should give all the
references and data and then say why you have chosen
to use a particular value. The terrestrial annual
bone dose rates should be calculated for each 1/4 --
1/2 hectare area using the latest 239 & 2’+OPu/2’’]Am
soil concentration data for that particular area.
This will provide a more accurate basis for assessing
the average and maximum annual bone dose rates.
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b) Marine Foodchain

Need for documentation that mullet is the important
species; why was eviscerated whole appropriate in
IJV-140 and why is muscle and skin now appropriate.
Since there is some concern that whole fish are in
fact consumed, perhaps you should assume in the
assessment that say 5-10% of fish are eaten whole.
Include 2hlAm grow in.

Inhalation Pattern, p. 12

It is very important that as much of the recent data
collected at Enewetak Atoll by LLL on resuspended
material, transuranic concentration, and particle
size be incorporated in the next calculations. I
think it is important that the next draft also should
include the “background” dose rate from breathing
marine aerosols alone.

RESULTS

1) Discussion of Dose Rates

b) Bone p. 16. Contribution of cocount should be
recalculated as soon as additional LLL data on
concentration ratio becomes available.


